Introduction
Trajectory planning of NC machining in some key problems, such as path planning, interference inspection, curve interpolation, spatial cutter compensation and so on, is the foundation to achieve the high-speed and high-precision NC machining [1] . These problems can be attributed to the geometric calculation, hybrid computing, nonlinear equations and differential constrained optimization problems. It has some limitations to think only from the angle of engineering or the algorithm. In contrast, it may bring new breakthrough by establishing new mathematical method in mathematical modeling and abstract problem.
Mathematical Mechanization is studied on symbolic computation and automated reasoning, hybrid calculation of constructive theory and efficient algorithm, and successfully applied to coding and cryptology, information compression, computer vision, robotics, computer aided design, parallel NC machine tools technology [2] . The features of Mathematical Mechanization are described by algebraic and symbolic, which with the support of symbolic algorithm for problem solving. Widely used in computers today, the mathematics mechanization's goal is to realize the automation and intelligence of mathematical reasoning [3] . Mathematical mechanization application to NC system, its purpose is to improve the level of the large, precision, high speed NC machining through establishing intelligent design and manufacturing digital platform for industry products.
At present, the mathematical mechanization in specific forms of interpolation and a kind of tool of 3D cutter compensation has made important progress [4, 5] . It shows the mathematical mechanization is effective to solve the problem of NC machining. But, mathematics mechanization and NC technology are mainly targeted at specific issues without integrated computing platform, which limits the application of mathematical mechanization method and the automation solution of trajectory planning. In order to integrate mathematical mechanization method and trajectory planning technology, the basic process and the correlation function of NC trajectory planning were discussed based on mathematical mechanization, and the technology system and its operation flow of mathematical mechanization platform were established for the trajectory planning of NC machining. And of the mathematical mechanization platform was defined.
Motivation and Contribution
The problem of mathematics mechanization is required in the operation which there always is a certain next operation before every farther until reaching conclusions along a regular way [6] .The steps of mathematics mechanization are shown in Figure 1 . The first step is to put a problem into a mathematical problem. And then, the mathematical problem is transformed into algebraic equations. Finally, equations can be solved to obtain the results of the problem.
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Fig. 1 Solving steps of mechanical mathematics
Mathematical mechanization is designed as the basic mathematical algorithms in the technology of the trajectory planning based on mathematical mechanization method. The problem solving process is shown in Figure 2 . The trajectory planning is the mechanical problems transformed into mathematical problems. And then, the mathematical problems can be solved by means of mathematical mechanization method utilizing computer. Finally, NC machining trajectory is obtained according to the mathematical results. 
Trajectory planning process
It is the foundation to establish polynomial equations of trajectory planning using mathematical mechanization method. But, the key lies in which the mathematical mechanization process and trajectory planning process are closely related shown as Figure 3 . The whole trajectory planning process is actually the establishment of polynomial equations and solving related trajectories. At the same time, mathematical mechanization method needs the support of computer to achieve automatic mathematics process. On the other hand, the simulation analysis of trajectory planning is often applied computer aided system. So the application of the computer is the link of mathematics mechanization and trajectory planning. The computer operation process of trajectory planning is shown as the upper part of Figure 3 . And the mathematical mechanization process of trajectory planning is shown as the lower portion of Figure 3 . The trajectory planning process based on mathematical mechanization is described by the entire graph.
Operation functions
According to the previous analysis, it is required in the digital environment to achieve as shown in Figure 4 of the four functional modules for trajectory planning based on mechanical mathematics method. (1) NC machining system modeling NC machining system modeling is the main task of trajectory planning so as to provide the best technical parameters setting. NC machining system is a complex process system. Various parameters of trajectory planning influence each other in complex system shown in Figure 5 . The model includes the dynamic and static performance of NC machine, work-piece material properties, processing geometric properties and machining precision, tool types as well as various constraints, the processing plan for the positioning of the cutter, the geometric parameters and cutting parameters with coupling relationship. The process optimization model should be established. The efficient processing optimization solutions can be obtained so that the parameters in the most advantageous combination.
(2) Mathematical reasoning function Mathematical reasoning is the symbolic algorithm of NC problems solving described by algebraic and symbolic to realize the automation and intelligent. It includes two aspects. One is the development of efficient algorithm for the NC technology. Another is to realize the mathematical reasoning process.
(3) Trajectory planning function
Trajectory planning function is to explore the basic principle of cutting tool sequences. As shown in Figure 6 , trajectory planning content includes: establishing a more accurate location optimization model and calculation methods described by the geometrical language; giving the geometry characteristics and the allowance distribution of surface machining; selecting a reasonable processing tool sequence optimization method for high speed NC machining; researching on vibration control for trajectory planning and interference analysis method. Its difficulties are the mathematical description of the movement process as the geometric form, the track arrangement and the interference analysis.
anlysis difficulties Figure 8 , the tool posture optimization function is based on intrinsic relations of the tool surface at the cutter contact point, cutter envelope surface and machined surface. Its objective is the minimum distance between envelope surface and mold surface in a certain area range. Its task is the research of tool envelope surface tolerance principle. In order to achieve the tool posture optimization, a comprehensive method should be developed including tool position optimization, process parameter setting and trajectory design.
Integrated framework of trajectory planning

Function framework
The integrated mathematical mechanization framework is built for NC trajectory planning. Its structure is composed of five layers as illustrated in figure 8 . The following part is the Parasolid Database providing the surface modeling and surface extraction function. The upper is the part of trajectory planning simulation unit including the NC machining system modeling function and the trajectory simulation function. The calculate unit is responsible for the computer reasoning and calculate operation. Its functions include tool sequence calculation, cutter pose calculation and mathematical reasoning operations. The units of tool path, cutting tool compensation and tool pose are responsible for parameter definitions and results presentation based on human-computer interaction. The top portion is the trajectory definite unit. The framework is an entire system integrated each function unit through the data communication and the interactive window. 
Operation flow
The development goal of the framework is to achieve mathematical reasoning automation and intelligent for trajectory planning. So, the operations include defining parameters and selecting results. The other operations are automatically achieved by computer as shown in figure 9 . First of all, the trajectory planning parameters are set through the friendly man-machine interface. The parameters are configured to solving polynomial equations according trajectory planning model. The next step is the equations calculate. The results can be obtained about trajectory planning. Then, the trajectory is optimized for the target of tool posture fairing. Decision making is an interactive process. During this process, the trajectory can be realized through the trajectory simulation. Finally, trajectory data is saved. 
Summary
The important content is to apply mathematical mechanization method during trajectory planning for NC machining in this paper. The mathematical mechanization digital platform framework is built for trajectory planning. The application of the framework will facilitate the automatic and intelligent of trajectory planning. The framework will be a part of computer integrated manufacturing system as the basis for high speed, high precision machining.
